
The Protector Chapter 848
“Fine, just you wait and be prepared to see how I’m gonna finish you off!”

With that, Wallace left in a hurry to give his family a detailed account of what
happened.

“Say what? Levi got him away?”

Michael was so rattled to hear that his eyeballs nearly popped out from their
sockets.

“How useless are you that you couldn’t even handle Levi Garrison?” Michael
admonished in exasperation.

“Remember this—you must bring Fredrick Greg back at all costs!”

Wallace looked especially sulky after having been kicked twice by Levi.

Immediately, he summoned his men and made a trip to the hospital.

Just as they were about to step foot on the premise, they were suddenly
besieged by a large group of gangsters which consisted of around a hundred
men.

“What are you guys doing here?” Wallace questioned them.



“How about you guys? You guys aren’t supposed to be here. Just get lost!” The
gangsters snapped furiously.

“You…”

Wallace was panic-stricken to see them there because he had assumed Levi
would be there waiting for him alone.

As it turned out, Levi had arranged such a large group of gangsters to await his
presence.

In Levi’s opinion, the Joneses were not worth his personal time.

Therefore, he just casually made a call and had a large group of gangsters
ambush the hospital instead.

“Fine, we’ll go!”

“I’m afraid it won’t be that easy. Beat them up now!”

At last, Wallace and his men were badly beaten up by the gangsters.

In the end, Wallace managed to escape and scrambled his way back to South
Hampton.

“What? Levi summoned a group of gangsters to beat you up this badly?” Michael
looked utterly disappointed because both his sons had let him down big time.

“Hold on. Did you say Levi was with a group of gangsters?” He suddenly
questioned in astonishment.

“Yes. He was with a bunch of gangsters! He colluded with the scum of the
society!”



“What a piece of trash he is!” Levi’s clearly not good enough to be my grandson.
As someone who carries the noble blood of my family, it’s such an
embarrassment for him to actually mingle with a bunch of gangsters!

I can’t reveal his identity to the public in any event or it will bring great disgrace to
the Jones family!

At that moment, Michael became more and more convinced that Levi was not
good enough to be one of the Joneses.

He was just scum of the society who led a lowly life outside.

“We’re a very distinguished family. We won’t accept such scum to be one of us
because he’ll just tarnish our reputation!”

Everyone from the Jones Family viewed Levi with repulsion.

“Dad, what should we do about Fredrick Greg now?”

With a cocky look, Michael replied, “I’ll just summon him to visit us here at our
place. I’m sure he will have no choice but to comply after we reveal Anson’s
identity to him.”

“You’re right! Since Anson is a highly ranked officer in the Iron Brigade, he
certainly will have the authority to give an order to a mere military doctor!”

“Bring me a pen and a paper as well as Anson’s official stamp. I’m going to issue
an order to summon Fredrick Greg here myself by using Anson’s authority!”

After completing the order, Michael instructed one of his subordinates to deliver it
to Fredrick.

The moment Levi and Fredrick received the order, both of them looked
befuddled.




